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introduction

T

he theme for this newsletter came to me as Spring was throwing off the last vestiges
of Winter (although it snowed last week in some places!) and new life was pushing
through everywhere, that much of what is at the heart of transformational work,
is saying ‘Yes!’ to life. This doesn’t come without its challenges and pulling together this
edition has certainly come along with that, even if they have been my own making!
The work at Concord calls to the very essence of our being that is life itself, yet our stories
like to stay alive too, which can often seem conflicting! The articles and artworks in this
edition reflect on people’s experiences of programmes, assisting and being a part of the
whole, in community.
Once again a heartfelt thanks to those who generously said yes and found space to
contribute. If you are interested in being part of the forthcoming newsletter either as an
editor or contributor please be in touch.

LUCIE THRING

editor

acknowledgements
layout
TIM CROWTHER

contributors
CARLY ASHDOWN, FRANÇOISE AUVRAY, LU BROWN, JIM BUCKLEY,
RACHEL CHARTER, TIM CROWTHER, GREG DAVIES, MARIE FALLON,
ELLA HASHEMI, KEVIN HELAS, STEPHEN HOPPER, EMILY MARTIN,
LAURA MURESAN, ANGELINA RILEY, DAN SHERLOCK, ANDREA ZELLNER
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Angels
can
fly
because
they
take
themselves
lightly.
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Life before and after
a review of iEvolve
B Y J IM B UC K L EY

B

efore iEvolve, I was bored with life; a vague
feeling of frustration prevailed. There was a
deep need for change but there was always a
reason why it was not possible or would not work.
I was unavailable for anything new, anything that
was beyond my comfort zone. I was invited to
discuss the possibility of attending iEvolve and
was quite interested in the course but had no
real desire to participate; I was so full of reasons
why I couldn’t attend, mostly through fear based
stories. After much discussion and excuse making
I came to realise that the huge resistance I felt
toward the course must hold something deeper,
beyond the stories, something that didn’t want
to change, something that wanted to “survive”
in a place it knows well. I signed up and paid my
deposit, telling myself I had nothing to lose. I
later realised I had everything to lose, and what
a gift that was...
Travelling to London was a scary proposition and
as the time neared the stories intensified. On the
first day of the course I began to see that we were
all in the same boat, the perception I had of others
was just that, a perception. We were no different
beyond our individual stories and patterns. I
gained the confidence to stand up and share my
“story” and life with the others, and be heard
without judgment, a truly liberating experience.
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The breaks between sessions were a chance to
talk more amongst ourselves and to share the
most delicious food, prepared for us with love by
the assistants.
What have I gained from iEvolve? The insight
into my story, something deeply ingrained, hard
wired and entangled within me, to go beyond
that story, to realise my true self. Words cannot
do justice to what I experienced. A real deep
knowing of myself, an openness, an availability to
life was here! The experience was profound.
Through that experience, that realization, I have
been able to make many positive changes, to
make decisions that would have previously been
impossible.
For example, saying yes to The Foundation
Course despite my story around time off work and
circumstances that could easily have prevented
me from saying yes before.
I want to share the course and my experience
with anybody that is interested. I say, if you feel
huge resistance to signing up then go for it, jump
in and start to become available to life and all its
infinite possibilities!
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Green
BY MA R IE F AL L O N

I am a soft new leaf unfolding
a shimmer of green air
on an ancient branch,
opening infinitely slowly into unexplored dimension,
drawing power through a silver line
that ties me to the heart of mother earth.
I am an outburst of new being
an expression of the celestial joy
that unfurls me till my colour floods the air
that speaks through me
then gently bids me rest

PHOTOGRAPH BY LAURA MURESAN

and takes me home.
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Power, Inte nt & Evolut ion
REVIEW ED B Y EL L A HA S HEMI

M

y life is a yo-yo between two
characters. Let me introduce you to
them!

I-can’t-do-it Girl
I-can’t-do-it girl is a bit like Mr Grumpy from
the Mr Men books. She lives under duvets,
eats ice cream and does very little else. When
she is invited by life to be a commitment (a
phrase she doesn’t really like) she freaks out.
She doesn’t have the time, or the resources.
Even if she found the time somehow, whatever
she does will be rubbish.
When she was asked to write about
participating in PIE it was a struggle to say
yes. She finds it uncomfortable to write
about herself in the third person. She dreads
completing pieces of work because that’s
when everyone will realise she is pathetic.
She is pathetic. No one will love her. So she
may as well just lie here and eat ice cream. So
comforting. Much better.
Superwoman
Superwoman is the opposite of I-can’t-doit girl in practically every way. She loves
being asked to do things, to be things, to
stand up and be counted. She eats squeaky
clean, vibrant, colourful food, and it makes
her feel great. Against all odds, she fits in
cooking alongside her many responsibilities,
commitments, jobs, hobbies. She loves being
busy.
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When she was asked to write about
participating in PIE, she thought it would be
brilliant. It was an honour to be asked and
she was surely the one to deliver. She could
write a two-page piece, no problem. She
already had ideas; perhaps the title could be
“Bean Sauce: An Ontological Play”. Because
PIE was originally called Being Source, or
affectionately Bean Sauce, and that would
be witty. And the article will be more than
great: eloquent, insightful, honest. Everyone
would love it and love her and she would
become the world renowned Superwoman of
Transformation!
Hearing the Call
I used to think if only I-can’t-do-it Girl and
Superwoman could meet, then I would be ok.
And so I heard the call to participate in PIE.
I can’t do it girl slumped into PIE, begrudgingly.
She thought of so many reasons to not go,
she whined on the way, she scowled at the
programme. She’d rather stay in bed. And yet
she dearly wanted to be good again. So PIE
seemed like maybe it was the way out, maybe
it wouldn’t be so bad. Superwoman came to
PIE because her life is great except for when
hopelessness creeps up on her. If only she
could squeeze that out of her once and for all,
then she could be free and get on with her
life. She is motivated to do whatever it takes,
anything that transformation can throw at
her, she will take it in her stride and use it to
get stronger. To infinity and beyond!
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Power, Intent and Evolution

Returning Home

I-can’t-do-it
girl
struggles
with
the
programme. Everything hurts, the days are
too long, the meals are too wholesome. She
tries her hardest to convince her roommate
to drive her to find ice cream. It almost works.

Back in my life, and I-can’t-do-it girl thinks
this I am nothing stuff sounds like bullshit.
A good bowl of ice cream will sort this whole
thing out. Superwoman tries to be that
nothingness so hard. Yet it seems the more
she tries, the further away it gets.

Superwoman tries to persevere a little more.
She is tired after such a busy week, and
grateful for the rest. She is so ready to be
healed, so motivated to sort her life out.
Power, Intent and Evolution is neither a
dose of hope or a process of fixing life. It is
a tapestry, weaving dialogue and Tensegrity
together, freeing up grounded energy in the
service of life itself. Over the programme,
these characters alive in me diminish in their
presence and volume in my body and mind.
I see these characters as parts of the same
story. As a story which isn’t me, however
strongly I can hold onto them.
At some point the characters don’t survive.
My skin is no longer the boundary of me. I am
my body, the group, this room, the landscape.
I am the sounds that I hear, the conversations
I share, the movements I make, the food I
eat. I am space, I am nothing. And it is good.
Not good in a bouncy positive way, but the
goodness of seeing the resonating truth of I
am. I am filled with gratitude and humbleness,
for everyone who offered themselves freely
to make this possible.

I breathe, welcome them back. I-can’t-do-it
girl still fears she has fucked up in writing this.
Superwoman hopes the article will bring her
world domination. I am still, watching them
both rise and fall in me, rise and fall. Neither
of them is me, although I have generated them
both. That is the power of this programme. To
live with the characters and to live in service
of life, in service of something other than the
hopes and fears that tangle us.
As for the article, it seems like by making
space to see who I was in the writing of it, it
has written itself. Meanwhile I am testing out
the possibility that the writing of this article
may mean nothing about me. So, in spite of
myself, I send it in.
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The Maor i
Ve r s ion :

Whakatak a
Te Hau
20 1 2

I first encountered ‘Whakataka
Te Hau’* here in London, when
taking part in a Maori Language
course. The prayer was recited
by the teachers and the entire
group before the course began,
to encourage us all to face the
challenges of the unknown, and
to overcome all the fears and
apprehensions that may come.
I was taken by the imagery of
the language, which evoked the
tangible physical experience of
going in for a dawn swim in my
homeland of Aotearoa. Facing the
trepidation of taking the first step,
knowing the rewards to be had are
great. Also, expressing gratitude
for being in life, in spirit, here on
earth.

B Y K EVIN HEL A S
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The Eng l is h
Ve rs ion:

Ce a s e
t he Wi nd s
2 0 12

.*‘Whakataka Te Hau’ is a
traditional Maori Karakia. Karakia
are prayers or incantations. They
are generally used to ensure a
favourable outcome to important
events and undertakings such as
tangihanga (the ritual of farewell
to our deceased), hui (meetings),
unveilings etc., however they
can cover every aspect of life.
eg. welcoming the dawn and
farewelling the day, to ensure a
safe journey, for different types of
illness, when undertaking tā moko
(tribal ‘tatoo’), when carving
wharenui (meeting houses) or
waka (traditional canoe), and
more. Karakia, in their true
essence, are ritual chants invoking
spiritual guidance and protection.
source: maori.otago.ac.nz
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Spring to Summer
REC IPES B Y FRA NÇ O IS E AU VRAY
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Transforming a tin of sardines…

Ingredients

Preparation

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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1 tin of sardine (in water, no salt or in extra virgin
olive oil, read the ingredients!)
1 spring onion or a small onion/shallot, finely
sliced/diced
1 tbsp dried dulse or wakame, soaked in water
5mns till soft
½ tsp – 1tbsp mustard, to taste
1-2 tbsp lemon juice or vinegar, to taste
2-3 tbsp cooked chickpeas or white beans
½ tbsp capers or olives, chopped
A few olives, stoned and chopped
2-4 tbsp herbs: try a mix of parsley, mint, coriander, wild garlic (or regular garlic)…, finely
chopped

•
•
•
•

In a bowl, place the spring onion and pour a tablespoon of lemon juice or vinegar. Leave for a minute or two to soften the onion.
Add the sardines and cooked beans in a bowl and
break them lightly with a fork.
Add the rest of the ingredients progressively and
adjust the seasoning to your taste: more or less
salty and acid, or an extra drizzle of olive oil.
Don’t mash too much.
This is delicious served with bread, bulgur or pasta and mixed salad leaves/blanched greens.

1 tbsp extra virgin olive (not necessary if the
tin contains olive oil already)
Sea salt, to taste (not necessary if the sardines
are already salted)
Ground pepper, to taste
Optional: grated carrot, grated daikon, finely
diced celery, slices of radish, tomatoes, runny
tahini, sweet or smoky paprika, chilli powder,
etc.
CONCORD NEWSLETTER SPRING 2017

Rhubarb, apple and fig crumble
This recipe uses the fruits that came in my fruit and vegetable box delivered this week.
Ingredients
Crumble top:
• ½ cup fine oat flakes
• ¼ cup ground almonds
• ¾ cup flour
• 3 tbsp melted butter
• 2 tbsp brown rice syrup
• a good pinch of salt

Fruit base:
• 400g rhubarb
• 1 large apple
• 6 dried figs
• 1 banana
• knob of butter
• pinch of salt
• ¼ cup almond or rice milk
• ¼ tsp vanilla powder

Preparation

Notes:

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Set the oven at 180C.
Prepare the fruits: peel the rhubarb and cut in
2cm chunks; core and cut the apples in chunks of
similar size to the rhubarb. Remove the hard tip
on the fig stalk and cut in 6 small chunks. Peel and
cut the banana in not too thick slices (0.5mm).
Place the butter in a pan that can contain all the
fruits and heat till it starts to melt, add the rhubarb, apple and figs. Add a very small pinch of salt.
Cover with a tight fitting lid and leave to cook for
about 10mns on a low fire. The fruits should be
soft and there may be a little juice. Add rice milk
but not so much that you immerse the fruits. Add
the banana and vanilla powder. Cook a few more
minutes.
Whilst the fruits are cooking, prepare the topping: in a bowl mix the flakes, almonds, flour and
salt. Separately mix the butter and syrup. Then
mix this liquid into the dry mix, mix very well, it
will have a crumbly, sandy texture.
Pour the fruits into a baking dish – choose a size
that gives you a thick layer of fruits. Spread the
topping in a thick layer. You may find you have
too much topping. Keep it in a jar in the fridge till
the next time you make a crumble.
Bake the crumble at 180C for about 30mns: all you
need is the top to become golden and you will see
some bubbles coming up from the fruit mix.
Serve with yoghurt or cream.

•
•

1 cup = 250ml
The apple, banana, figs and rice milk sweeten the
fruit base very nicely as the rhubarb is very sharp.
You can skip the banana if you don’t have one.
You can replace the dried fig with dried apricots
or sultanas etc.
I used about the same volume of rhubarb to apple,
but you could use more rhubarb for a sharper flavour.
For the flour, I happened to have corn semolina
‘semola grano duro’ which is used in pasta making, it worked very well in the topping making it
very crumbly and quite light. But I don’t recommend you use regular polenta, which would be
too coarse, it needs to be a very fine corn semolina.

Françoise Auvray will be leading the Spring Cooking Intensive
programme starting on 21 May.
http://www.concordinstitute.com/spring-cooking-intensive/
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On my r e l at ion s h ip
t o c o ok i ng
B Y FRA NÇ O I S E A UVRA Y

W

here to start? As I am getting ready
to move out of London, I have been
reflecting on the last 22 years
spent in this city where, unexpectedly, I
have developed a new relationship to food
and cooking. I was born in Normandy in
the early 70’s, the last of eight siblings,
so there was a lot of cooking going on at
home. Ready-meals and eating out were
out of the question; these would have been
too expensive. My mum cooked a lot. She
probably liked some of it but I also recall
her often saying: ‘what are we going to cook
tonight?’ – the same question I hear my
mind whisper every now and then. As a child
one of my favourite suggestions was Russian
salad, i.e. tinned ‘macedoine’ vegetables
(cubes of green beans, carrots, etc) mixed
with home-made mayonnaise. Mayonnaise
was a magical process to me, the mysterious
and sometimes capricious coming together
of liquid ingredients that turned into a
delicious creamy and jelly-like substance.
Of course, I would hang out in the kitchen
with my mum when I could, and I must have
learned by simply watching and helping
her. Sometimes I felt frustrated I could not
help more because I was too small. One of
my sisters helped me learn to bake and that
became my Saturday hobby. It was fun and
I gained autonomy and confidence in the
process. Occasionally I made a starter or a
main course, using recipes from magazines
and from the French classic cooking

18

encyclopedia which is still on my mum’s
book shelves today: ‘La Cuisine de A à Z’.
It was only as a student in the mid-90s in the
UK that I really started buying ingredients
and cooking. I lived with people from
Germany, Cyprus, Mauritius, Japan and
Turkey who loved cooking. It was the first
time since I had left home that I experienced
the joy of coming to the kitchen and cooking
together, discovering new foods. When I
started working I lived alone initially and
cooking was only an occasional activity.
There was a time when my dinners consisted
mostly of ready-made Covent Garden soups,
until I came across the Community Health
Foundation in Old Street and attended
an ‘open day’ in 1998. This was for me the
beginning of discovering another world, not
only a philosophy of life, new ingredients
and cooking styles but also how ‘being’ could
affect my cooking (and my life). From that
time, cooking took an even more prominent
role. I looked forward to coming home from
work to chop an onion and create a simple
meal. At times, this was the highlight of my
day!
The more I trained through taking classes,
assisting, teaching and my daily cooking at
home, the more my body learned to cook and
developed a ‘relationship’ with ingredients
(using Jean Torné’s words). Now I get it, unless
you have done something a number of times,
then the results can be disappointing. And
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Today, I cook for the well-being of those I
‘feed’, including myself, and for the deep
sensory pleasure it gives me. Sometimes it
shows up as a chore, but as I start cooking I
am taken by the opportunity for creativity
and making a gift of deliciousness and
nourishment. I get energy just from this
simple practice, even before I eat and even
if I become physically tired in the process.
Over the last few years, I have learned to
tame my cooking ambitions as my mind has
more plans than my body can deliver. I also
like getting outdoors, gardening, writing or
reading (about food cultures and history in
particular!) and not spending all the time
cooking. I have learned to cook fewer dishes
and not put all my pride in my cooking. I
try new ingredients and dishes because it’s
simply exciting, but I catch myself being
influenced by food trends that sometimes
don’t make much sense but probably are
good business opportunities for some people.
I love watching others cook (preferably in a
kitchen not on TV) and I love cooking with
others – these are intimate moments when
really good conversations and learning
happen. Cooking is a very rich practice; I
highly recommend it!

PHOTOGRAPH BY LAURA MURESAN

even then, circumstances and ingredients
change, so it’s all unpredictable. It is an
opportunity to practice staying awake to
what’s present and be flexible!
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Click here to see a time-lapse video of a day at the Culinary School
during the last Mastery Of Wholefood and Macrobiotic Cooking Course.
http://www.concordinstitute.com/mastery-of-cooking-programme/
Video: Greg Davies
Soundtrack: Tim Crowther
20
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This was the result of saying Yes to an Abstract Art course last summer
when I was 6 months pregnant. My intention was to ignite my passion
for art & find a piece of me before bringing a new life into the world.
The piece, named ‘New Heart‘, relates to the new heart beating inside
me and my new heart for art.
Angelina Riley
22
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Uncurl, unfurl, let the breeze take you. Land low, glide high, surrender.
Ink, gold leaf, water in motion.
Rachel Charter
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Assi sti n g
testing and honing your being
B Y D A N S H ERL O C K

I chose to write an article on assisting as I had
noticed recently that fewer people have been
showing up at the centre and it has become quite
a challenge to enrol assistants. At the same time
I am very present to the difference assisting has
made to me, which left me perplexed. In view
of this it felt timely to put pen to paper to look
at why this might be and to share some of my
experiences of assisting.
Mulling over it I thought perhaps the scarcity
of assistants has something to do with a certain
reputation that assisting has, particularly in
times gone by. I have heard from the Concord
“Veterans” that assisting was much tougher
back in the day; programmes were awash
with “unreasonable requests” and in-yourface shouting! Certainly from listening to the
anecdotes of the time, assisting was not for the
faint hearted, shall we say...
It is fair to say that assisting at Concord has
come a long way since those early days and is
a much more refined affair. Saying that, I have
definitely had some tough times assisting over
the past 5 years. I have questioned the value of
what I was doing and become disheartened. I
think this is quite healthy and normal. It is not
always easy to be available to “assist” others
when you are tired, bored, pissed off, feeling
sorry for yourself, hungry, upset or suffering
in one of the hundred other ways available to
human beings. What assisting allows is for you
to practice choosing not to buy into the story
and suffering. Over time you build the strength
to choose another possibility, another way of
being in the world, without negating or making
anything wrong.
This means practicing the art of being of
service, allowing oneself to be used for a
purpose larger than could be conceived alone,

a purpose that life has chosen. There is no rule
book to follow, which can be terrifying but this
provides exquisite training in being. Sometimes
a softness is called for, sometimes an edge, at
other times focused attention or perhaps broad,
wide awareness. More than anything there must
be a commitment to having transformation
and authentic self-expression in the world.
This commitment enables others to be touched
by transformation, unlocking new worlds and
deeper possibilities of self-expression.
The training I have had whilst assisting has had
a profound effect on the course of my life. I now
find myself on a three year training course in
Traditional Chinese Acupuncture alongside my
job as a GP. I am embarking on a journey into
unknown territory, enquiring into what it means
to be a healer and the nature of health. Whilst
it is true to say that participating in iEvolve
and various programmes at Concord has given
me the tools to navigate this new future, it is
assisting that has given me the robustness in my
own being to take a stand for it.
I have learnt how to be more available for the
others in my life enabling me to create healthier
relationships, which support my commitments,
providing me with solid ground beneath me.
Slowly I am opening myself up to working in
more intimate partnership with others. Assisting
has not only provided me the strength for this,
but has also demonstrated to me the richness of
experience that comes from working with others
in this way. This kind of intimate partnership is
also a pillar of the strong therapeutic alliance
required for the holistic healing I am looking to
master.
These are just a few of the gifts I have received
from assisting.
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Picture this:
Standing alone in the thick fog
Like having eyes shut but they are wide open.
I can’t see through it.
Senses dulled
Boggy underfoot
Unstable and directionless.
The wind is howling through me,
And I hunch up to close any gaps, and wish for warmth and grounding.
And then my gaze is pulled upwards,
A huge hand reaches down.
It disappears and reappears
At first distant and intriguing.
It looks rough, weathered with experience,
Engulfed by the cloud, but its image never quite leaving.
Welcoming. Caring. Knowing.
And yet I feel fearful,
And I hunch up to close any gaps, and wish for warmth and grounding.
Suddenly it’s close, swooping in
Cupping my tiny body like a giant.
I feel its warmth and encouragement.
Its steadiness and attentiveness.
Its intention.
It lifts me, and, for a moment, I forget myself and see
Beyond the fog. Beyond me.
Being up so high is petrifying, I cling on, shout and cry
Then the fog swirls round and round
And I feel myself fly
Down
In seconds.
The familiar unsteady bog below
The cold howling wind and fog
And I hunch up to close any gaps, and wish for warmth and grounding.
26
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A moment of seeing
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BY LU BR O WN
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Slipping off the kerb

PHOTOGRAPH BY EMILY MARTIN

T H E FO UNDA TIO N C O URS E REVIEW ED B Y A NDREA ZE LLN E R

A

fter completing iEvolve, I knew I wanted
more. Because I live near Geneva, Switzerland, I didn’t even consider The Foundation Course. Flying to London every week for
three months, seriously…. But here was an opportunity to go more deeply, the possibility of
transformation. I repeatedly asked my friend who
introduced me to Concord “was it really worth
it, what did he get out of it, what did he think it
would bring me?” I was in between jobs, so the
timing was okay. It just sounded crazy to me, and
the cost… I made a budget and rationalized it was
do-able. Still I struggled. In the end, I decided that
growth beyond the patterns and life occurrences
that had left me burnt-out, unhappy, unfulfilled
with very low energy had to be my priority. I said
Yes to life!

28

The journey of The Foundation Course has
brought me to a place where I experience freedom to show up more authentically, beyond the
stifling grip of patterns that have snagged me and
held me back from living life more joyfully. And
when I do invariably get snagged, for we are all
works in progress, there’s more freedom around
that too. I can recognize it (sometimes later than
sooner!), get curious and look for learning, all the
while giving myself the huge gift of loving compassion. Life is brighter and has more possibilities. I have more space around and distance from
things that happen, which gives me more choice
about how I show up. It’s empowering.
And, no pain no gain; transformation, like birth, is
messy. Everyone’s experience is uniquely theirs,
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and to an extent, you get out of it what you put
into it. My journey was intense, deep and liberating.
The diverse and varied bodywork and glorious
wholefood cooking we did as a group and individually were unexpectedly rich experiences. They
were the terrain of the hero’s journey, where hidden traps and pitfalls (of my own making) confronted me and revelations and light bulb moments inspired me. As I tend to be very “mental”,
in my head, the practices enabled, required me to
stay focused and present.
The cooking was delightful, once I surrendered
to making the time for it. That happened when
my coach challenged me to consider what I had
at stake in this process. The immediate response
was if I’m spending all this time and money to go
to London every week I bloody well better give it
my best effort. Besides that, I was in it for transformation, for my life. I was excited to learn new
ways of seriously healthy cooking and delighted
at the richness and depth of flavour that was
possible – a real soul and body nourishing experience. I discovered the pleasure of the act of
cooking versus feeling pressed to get the food on
the table, to perform. Upon returning home to a
sickening burnt smell (I hadn’t quite turned off
the heat on my lovingly prepared drop lid soup)
I realized that cooking is unforgiving if you get
distracted. What a great practice to keep me present and focused, which I then applied as I laboriously scraped a centimetre or two of carbonized
veg out of the bottom of my enamel pot.
Caught up in hurrying mode to catch a bus to the
train to the plane, I slipped off a kerb and pulled
a muscle in my butt. That was, of course, the
first day of Bodywork. I saw the lesson of hurrying, going unconscious. Though now I’m getting
much better at it, traditionally I’ve not been one
to learn my lesson the first go around and am a
proven expert at falling into the same patterns.

No really, I’m not a masochist, I’ve reassured myself. I’ve learned to query if my behavior is feeding “the pattern,” perpetuating myself as I know
me, and what I’m getting out of it.…
So, hurrying through the airport on another trip,
I had the sudden inspiration to just relax and take
long strides, and lo and behold, I got there just as
quickly, while preserving my energy and having
a more pleasant experience. The programme had
raised my awareness, created an opening for a
new way of seeing and relating to my experience,
enabling something creative to emerge.
I made it a practice of going to go to a Turkish spa
in London; a somewhat dilapidated around the
edges but charming relic of its former 1930s glory. I guiltily indulged in weekly deep tissue massages to relieve my perpetually tight upper back,
shoulder and neck muscles. Over time as tension
was released and I had more ease in my body, I
also saw it as breaking down the body armour I’d
developed as protection. Eventually, I permitted
myself the luxury to really chill out and “be” in
between sauna, steam bath and icy pool dips. In
that space of non-doing I started to feel into my
Self….
Through it all, I was both “lovingly” held and
challenged by my coach, the facilitators, coaches,
assistants and course participants. I was regaled
and deeply nourished by amazingly delicious
wholefood/macrobiotic meals served by a crew
of assistants/wonderful kitchen elves.
I soared, crashed, resisted, melted, laughed, cried,
witnessed and persisted. I plucked up my courage and was vulnerable and I lost, stalked, found,
and forgave my Self. What a long, strange trip it’s
been and will continue to be. Bring it on!!
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We ‘are’ Conc or d
community spirit in action
B Y L UC IE THRING

i

A key aspect is the community of Concord
who share their hearts and stories with
friends, family and loved ones, taxi drivers
and chance encounters; people who are in our
lives willing to listen to a bigger possibility
in their life. Time and time again previous
participants of the programmes look to see
and listen for who in their life is open to the
call of iEvolve, and firmly yet lovingly guide
them to register on to a programme that is
sure to become a marker point in their life of
experiences.

This organisation flourishes on the generosity
of the community, as that is exactly what it is.
A whole bunch of individuals from all walks
of life that have at one time or another found
themselves in the course room in Thane
Works (or elsewhere), sitting on one of those
chairs, awaiting the unknown… Each time we
forget that and become an individual, we get
to experience the separation. The authority
of our character steps in and runs the show,
limiting our possibilities, interested only
in the survival of an out-dated, used-up
pattern of survival. Yet each time we risk
ourselves, step forward, look to see what we
have to offer no matter how small it seems,
we have the opportunity of being part of
something bigger. Being part of a whole that
wholehearted is only interested in possibility,
opening life up into the unknown of infinity…

It can be easy for us to think of Concord as an
organisation ‘over there’ that we are separate
from and our actions and conversations have
little impact, if at all. From my last year or
so of experience, inviting friends and family
to participate, assisting, participating, taking
on roles in production, attending community
days and being editor of the newsletter, I have
seen that this is really not the case.

People whose interest it is in seeing this work
continue join together around each iEvolve
at the Community Day. An opportunity to get
off their chests anything that is in the way of
contributing, to give feedback and opinions
of where to go next, to share food, tears and
laughter. To reawaken the magic that this
work has brought to their lives and take a
stand to say that this shall be.

I ‘am’ Concord. As is every other community
member who participates.

If you feel moved to be an active part of the
Concord community please be in touch, the
next Community Day is the 28th May 10-6pm
and is free.

Evolve is a truly unique event. Four times
a year around 30 people find themselves in
a room, in London, for three full days and
one evening having a conversation that will
ultimately transform their lives. Where do all
these people come from?

30
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AMPLIFYING BY CARLY ASHDOWN
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Consider
BY MA R IE F AL L O N

You are at the edge of the universe.
Nothing exists outside.
On the periphery everything is behind you.
There is nowhere to go.
Then, taking hold of the branch of yew
which is your ancestral gift of being,
your mother pushes you
as far as she can reach,
out into the space where nothing exists
and which now is filled with you.
One day you will stretch behind
to grasp the branch your mother left
standing just within your reach,
and give a push to the messenger you send
to take your love into the future,
out into the space where nothing exists
and which now is filled with her.
32
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Programmes 2017
For more information just click on any programme title to go to the relevant page on our website

Being Here, Present Now
with Evan Root
LONDON

May 11 (7pm to 11pm)
May 12, 13, 14 (9am to 10pm)
May 17 (7pm to 11pm)
Fee: £475 (deposit: £150 deposit, non-refundable)

Spring Cooking Intensive
with Françoise Auvray
LONDON

May 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27
(Individual dates available)
Fee: £525 (deposit: £150 non-refundable)

i Evolve
Our gateway programme into the transformational work of Concord Institute
LONDON

June 2, 3, 4 (from 9am to approximately 11pm)
and the evening of June 7 (from 7pm to 11pm).
Fee: £475 (deposit: £200, non-refundable)

The Mastery of Wholefood and Macrobiotic Cooking
Study the art of transformative cooking with Jean Torné
LONDON

4 modules in total
3 weekends and 3 weekday sessions in the centre and online (Webex)
Summer module
June 23, 24, 25, + 27
July 14, 15, 16 + 18
August 4, 5, 6 + 8
Fee: £1,500 per module (deposit: £300, non-refundable)
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The Foundation Course
A 10 week programme with cooking, bodywork and self-expression to create a foundation
for the breakthrough created in the iEvolve programme
LONDON

4 weekends (10am-7pm, lunch provided)
1, 2 July ~ 22, 23 July ~ 12, 13 August ~ 16, 17 September
10 evening sessions (9 Thursdays 1 Tuesday 7pm-10.30pm)
6, 13, 20, 27 July ~ 3, 10, 17, 31 August ~ 5, 13 September
Fee: £1,500 (deposit: £250, non-refundable)

On Leadership
Examine what’s blocking your expression of Leadership in the world
LONDON

Friday 7 July: 7pm to 11pm
Saturday 8 & Sunday 9 July: 9am to 10pm (Lunch and dinner provided)
Fee: £475 (deposit: £150, non-refundable)

JumpStart
Jumpstart your access to health through intensive training in wholefood cooking and bodywork,
and engaging in dialogue that questions our conventional ways of looking at life
OXON HOATH, KENT

August 21-27 (Residential)
Fee: £1,850 (deposit: £350, non-refundable)

i Evolve
Our gateway programme into the transformational work of Concord Institute
LONDON

September 8, 9, 10 (from 9am to approximately 11pm)
and the evening of September 13 (from 7pm to 11pm)
Fee: £475 (deposit: £200, non-refundable)
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Thank you to everyone who
has so generously contributed
to this newsletter
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